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Summary 
The aim of this study is to investigate if there is a way a computer can accurately and 
automatically react on altered configuration file(s) with a minimum of resource utilization 
and by what means the developer(s) of an application can perform a check of the altered 
configuration file for their application. 

In a typical GNU/Linux installation the configuration files are literally counted by the 
thousands, monitoring these files is a task that for the most part exceeds any system 
administrator's abilities. Each file has its own syntax that needs to be known by the 
administrator. Either one of these two tasks could give any system administrator 
nightmares concerning the difficulty level especially when both tasks are combined. The 
system administrator could attempt to automate the monitoring tasks together with the 
syntax checking. 

There are some tools in the repositories of each distribution for monitoring files but none 
that lets one monitor and take (predefined or user defined) actions based on what the file 
monitor reports, the type of file and its contents. 

A complete tool is not presented in this study, merely a proof of concept that monitoring 
and taking actions especially with version 2.6.13 (or newer) kernel of GNU/Linux with 
plugins are quite possible with relatively small computer resource. 

During this study some questions arose that are worth taking into consideration when a 
complete monitoring tool is to be developed, amongst others they are: add a trusted user, 
add both textual and graphical user interface, monitor more than one file path. 

This study was performed on GNU/Linux CentOS 6 distribution, all programming was 
done in BASH with an effort to minimize used/installed programs. 
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1 Introduction 
Most applications store their configuration settings in text files that the system 
administrator is responsible for maintaining. For us humans to keep track of separate 
files (or for that matter all of them) among thousands of configuration files on one 
computer could be inconvenient. That is for one computer, when there is as cluster of 
computers each having configuration files by the thousand the total sum of 
configuration files is intangible. 

To keep track of changes of application/system configuration files, the file system 
could be checked either manually or automatically. Checking the file system manually 
is time consuming, requires a (very) experienced system administrator and is prone to 
human errors. Checking the file system automatically could mean that the cron[1] 
routine is scheduled to execute an application on a fixed interval, for example every 
second minute. This poses other problems, the check could be severely out of sync, 
depending of the algorithm used to check the file system for altered files (the speed of 
the file system, amount of files to check etc.) therefore a worst-case scenario could 
arise: the check is not finished before another check is scheduled to be executed. This 
will also steal resources from the system. The algorithm that cron is specified to 
execute would loop through all configuration files, check if they were altered and then 
take action accordingly. Another way to check the file system automatically would be 
if the system could report that some changes have occurred in the file(s), this would 
require that one condition and action be performed.  

It is also common to make typographic errors (misspelled words or typos) in attempt 
to update or alter configuration files, the application then either informs us about the 
error, ignores the error or misbehaves because of the error – depending on how the 
application was designed. 

The first problem is to know/decide when a configuration file is altered and then 
make the computer take appropriate action – or actions. The second problem is 
syntax checking of the altered configuration file; there is no formal standard for 
configuration files – the informal standard has evolved from key-value pairs (with an 
optional equal sign between them) to scripts. To grasp all syntax variants in all the 
configuration files for all applications is an impossible task – the easier part is to give 
the developers of each application the possibility to check their configuration file and 
report any syntax error(s) to the system. 

1.1 Purpose of this study 
The primary purpose of this study is to investigate in what way a computer can 
accurately and automatically react on altered configuration file(s) with a minimum of 
resource utilization. 
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To completely avoid cron (as mentioned in chapter 1 Introduction), complex file 
scanning algorithms and/or hardware dependencies this study will look into the file 
monitoring mechanism at kernel level using inotify. 

The secondary purpose of this study is to investigate by what means the developer(s) 
of an application can perform a check of the altered configuration file for their 
application. 

The objective of this study is not to create a complete application that solves one or 
more problems; the objective is to investigate if it is at all possible to fulfil both the 
primary and the secondary purpose as stated in the problems above. Hence, this study 
is a proof of concept. 

2 History 
At the beginning of the modern computer era (January 1st, 1970), UNIX used a 
printer as output and an old-style typewriter as input. With these devices and line 
oriented editing of text files (see Linux command “man ed”) it was fairly easy to use 
text files as configuration directive storage or directive to the current shell i.e. shell 
scripts. Today we use keyboard, pointing device and screens as in- output devices thus 
we have an improved overview of the data presented on the output device. Although 
the in- and output devices have physically changed, the configuration files have not 
changed. 

When Unix (and Linux) programs need to look for information how to behave, they 
can look in five places, directory /etc, system-set environment variables, dot file 
(Microsoft Windows does not allow one to create a dot file from the GUI as one 
might expect[2]) in users home directory, user-set environment variables and 
command line parameters[3]. Things that have not changed to this date are the 
environment variables, the command line parameters and the text files - they are all 
the same, albeit the content is different, they remained text files. 

The need to change an applications configuration file is based on the need to change 
the applications functionality and/or to remember setting(s). Most applications store 
their settings in text files, they then use their own syntax and grammar. The problem 
with this is that no standard exists for syntax and grammar for configuration files – 
only implied hints and rules that the developer is recommended to observe but not 
obey. Some libraries in C/C++ exist that could be used when configuration files are 
to be altered; one of them is in the base repository of Linux: libconfig[4]. 
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3 Background 
This study aims to prove an idea; the need of an accurate automatic application that 
reacts on configuration file change(s) with a minimum of resource utilization. When 
the file is viewed, changed, moved or deleted, the application responsible for 
monitoring the file may execute – zero or more – application(s) on the behalf of the 
affected file, it may be written in any language desired as long as it can be executed on 
the targeted machine and it can read command line parameters. Since the design of 
the monitoring application is to check for external applications in certain location 
relative to its installation path those external applications are named plugin, addin, 
addon or extension[5] depending on one’s flavour. 

There are some file alternation monitors[6] like Gamin[7] but they are either API or 
they aid GUI file manager(s) to display the current state of the file system. The 
etckeeper[8] is an interesting tool but it implicitly requires the computer to be online 
to Internet and it hooks into package managers. None of these tools provides a 
solution for the primary and secondary purpose as stated in 1.1 Purpose of this study 
especially where individual external applications based on the configuration file are 
executed and the executed external application is not necessary provided by the 
author of the application of the configuration file. Since humans cannot cope with 
more than a few items at once it is difficult to track all the changes that occurs to 
configuration files in real time or over a period of time when the sum of configuration 
files are immense. Hence, a tool that fulfils both purposes and aids the system 
administrators in their day to day tasks would be of benefit. 

3.1 File system notification or file event monitor: inotify 
With a mechanism in kernels (with version number greater then 2.6.13) it is possible 
to monitor a group of files, individual files, directory and it's subdirectories with files 
for events that occur. The file monitoring is performed on the kernel level and 
precedes all types of cron mechanisms. The mechanism that is of interest is called 
inotify, see chapter 19 Monitoring file events [9], it has over a dozen events that 
could be utilized, see table 19-1 inotify events [9]. 

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter 1.1 Purpose of this study the second 
paragraph this study utilizes the kernel file system API called inotify, in this study 
we are restricting us to use two events that inotify reports on: modify and 
move. 

4 Requirements 
When both problems (as stated in the first chapter) are solved new demands for 
requirements will iteratively arise that will be part of the solution. Not all of the "new" 
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requirements are fulfilled in this study, the reason is that this is a proof of concept – if 
the main basic actions/requirements can be performed then we deduce that the rest 
are also doable. 

Requirements that are considered as main basics for the application: 

• The application must run in the background without user intervention. 

• The application shall only manage files with top-level mime type text. 

•  Saved file must be complete with metadata. 

• Execute user defined application with reference to the file that caused the 
event. 

• Logging of requested event. 

• Kernel version of the operating system must be equal or greater than 2.6.13  

• Revision history of the file that caused the event. 

• Portability of changes with regards to the database between computers. 

4.1 Technical requirements 
The first, and most important, requirement is a server that uses kernel version equal 
or greater to 2.6.13 where inotify is enabled. inotify is enabled per default on a newly 
installed server. 

Since most configuration files are pure text files (with mime top-level type name text 
and ignoring the subtype name) those files are of primary interest. Without the switch 
--mime-type the Linux command file reports “ASCII English text” for a text 
file containing letters (and numbers), when the switch --mime-type is added the 
result is “text/plain” where “text” is the top-level mime type. 

The saved file must be saved complete, not as an increment of the difference between 
the new and the previous version, with a new internal version number in the database. 
Information about the file such as name, location, date of saving must be included 
with the saved file. This is to retain backwards history when developing, testing or 
back reference when new version is installed. 

Execute a user defined/written application on the file that the caused the event. This 
is for example if one needs to check the syntax of the file, mail the file to a user 
whenever a change occurs in the file, when a file is created/deleted/moved etc.  

Since we have many similar servers that are not powerful and the installation of the 
operating system is a standard minimalistic server keeping the download, and 
installation of external packages to a minimum is preferred. It is desired that any data 
interchange between servers can be performed with simplicity. 
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Any events that occur on a file must be logged, either to the main system log file or to 
a separate log file. Possibility to mail altered file (optionally with meta data) to a 
predefined user. 

The possibility to see what has changed between two – or more – file revisions with 
the option to revert to previous version. The reversion could be the whole file or 
selected parts of the file. Revision history of changes for each configuration file must 
be recorded in the database. Recorded changes should be portable between 
computers. 

Retrieve a deleted file. GNU/Linux does not have the undelete function (nor does 
Microsoft Windows) – see Appendix E. 

4.2 Requirements for the future developed application 
The application must run in the background. Since this is a monitoring tool, intended 
to run without user intervention, the best solution is to start it with all necessary 
parameters and let it be. 

The application may only be executed by the super user (root). This has to do with 
security – only the system administrator is allowed to access the system configuration 
data. This includes the database created. 

Appropriate action to be taken when multiple instances of the application are started, 
possible action is denying a second copy to be started or start a second (and 
consequently more) instance with appropriate naming of the database. 

Notification to a predefined user may be none or brief when the predefined user is 
logged in and independently of the run level[10] of the OS. The predefined user is per 
default the system administrator who in most cases are the Linux user root. Since it is 
a security risk to allow root login in production server it is recommended to have a 
regular user that deals with regular day-to-day tasks. 

The application shall not use more than one log file, either the system log file or an 
own log file named the same as the application with file extension “.log” which is to 
be placed in /var/log/ directory in the file system. The situation where a separate 
log file for the monitor application is used is accepted but a better choice is to use the 
systems log file since the application monitors system configuration files (amongst 
other configuration files). 

5 Proof of concept 
Since this is a proof of concept a complete tool to manage system and application files 
is not developed nor looked into, instead a series of scripts in BASH are presented 
that can serve as a start point. The proof – by its nature – consists of two parts, one 
start up sequence where the monitoring is the main part and the second part where 
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the “reactions” happen, all decisions (such as activating plugin) are made in the 
reaction part and they are all based on the event that activated the reaction. Of course, 
the file that caused the event is part of the reaction as well. 

We could have checked the file system periodically with cron, but that consumes 
resources (for example hard disk access time, time to scan directory, delayed change 
notification) and resources are expensive. Instead, we used the systems file monitoring 
mechanism (inotify) to monitor changes in the file system. 

Both dnotify and inotify fire an event after it has occurred while fanotify [11] operates 
prior the event occurs giving the application the possibility to accept or reject the 
action, it is more appropriate to use fanotify in antivirus program and such 
applications then for monitoring configuration files. 

5.1 Study setup 
All development and testing in this study is performed on GNU/Linux, the tools for 
browsing the vast Internet resources exists as well as tools to edit, debug and compile 
source code, either in text mode or graphical mode. For this study two plus one 
computers where used, installed operating system is CentOS version 6 – 32-bit. One 
as a development tool with all needed software tools, one to upload and test on where 
missing tools or applications are not preinstalled, they are installed when the package 
manage requests them as a dependency. The third computer is used as a clean install 
with a minimum (or none) of the extra software tools which were installed on 
machine number one. The second serves as a confirmation/verification. Machine 
number three serves as confirmation of number two which servers as test for number 
one – all of those machines confirmed that the developed tool is operational and 
works as expected. 

The solution to the main problem began to arise when the first in-kernel file system 
notification mechanism occurred in 2001 (named dnotify in kernel v 2.4.0) [12][13] 
and was improved in 2005 (named inotify in kernel v.2.6.13+) [14][15]. This was (and 
is) an API for developers to hook into and get information about a file when some 
actions were performed on it [9]. 

Chapter 19 of The Linux Programming Interface by M. Kerrisk [9] gives an 
introduction and overview of how to implement inotify. Instead of using the 
examples from the mentioned book or developing a new tool (based on examples) an 
existing tool by the package name of inotify-tools [16] was used; this tool has all the 
bells and whistles that we need for our study. 

One of the unspoken prerequisites was that the dependencies of other tools such as 
libraries and external application should be kept to a minimum, preferably none to 
avoid the dreaded "Dependency hell". In short terms dependency hell means that the 
tool could need many dependencies, it uses a long chain of dependencies, there are 
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conflicting dependencies or circular dependencies. Breaking down each task in 
subtask and when each task is proven to work break down each subtask into its 
subtask and so forth until all is done/works. Six plus one main tasks where identified, 
the last one is used only for stopping the service. 

The (system) administrator is responsible for using only two programs, 
startup.bashrc and stop.bashrc – all the others are used automatically. 

5.1.1 Prior knowledge in GNU/Linux 
A system administrator should be skilled, sometimes very skilled but for this study 
these set of skill considered are kept to a minimum. The following 
services/commands are considered: list running processes, terminate (or kill) a 
running process, edit text file, save edited text file, install software (from external 
source), connect to the same server with multiple Secure Shell (SSH[17]) terminals, 
connect to the same server with multiple terminals on the same console and monitor 
text file for changes. 

5.1.2 Test setup 
The easiest way to monitor files and edit files is to have three separate shells open, 
one for executing commands, one for monitoring the log file produced by inotify 
tools and one for monitoring the syslog. 

Installing inotify-tools is mandatory for this study; these tools can be installed from 
EPEL[18] or SourceForge[19]. 

Next thing to do is to get to know how inotifywait operates, what it triggers on, 
possible events it triggers on and what data it can send to the script/application. To 
find examples of how to use inotifywait use a search engine with “inotifywait 
example” as search words. 

The inotify mechanism has approximately twenty events that can be used as triggers. 
Depending on which event and the purpose of the script inotifywait calls the test 
could be quite easy or daunting especially when a journaled file system is used by the 
OS and SQLite[20] database updates a record – there are some reported events that 
are quite logical but not as obvious as one might think. 

5.1.3 Test methodology 
There are two testing methods to consider, functional and structural testing as Paul C. 
Jorgensen says in Software Testing – A Craftsman’s Approach[21]. 

Structural testing is sometimes called white box testing which means that the 
implementation of the software to be tested is known and that the test cases could be 
built based on the programs behaviour. Since the source code for both the kernel and 
the inotify tools are available, it is a strong argument to implement this method. 
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Functional testing, or black box testing as it is commonly called is based on the view 
that any program can be considered to be a function that maps values from its input 
to values in its output. In contrast to structural testing the implementation of the 
program is not known it is called black box. 

Source code for both inotify-tools and the kernel are available. To use structural 
testing would require a much greater understanding for the source code regarding this 
study. Functional testing requires mapping between input and output data: selected 
data is sent to the black box, the black box performs its calculations and the output is 
recorded for the provided input. 

For this study, functional testing was selected. The input data was elaborated to be 
desired event on files in given file path, time format when the event occurred, 
recursive monitoring of given file path, write event data to log file. This activity shall 
be performed as a background task. The output data is the individual lines in the 
given log file. 

5.1.4 Test tools 
The BASH scripts that are used can be found in [22]. They scripts that the 
administrator should care about are startup.bashrc and stop.bashrc. A 
directory path may be passed to the startup.bashrc script which indicates the 
directory to be monitored, if it is not supplied the default (/etc) is used. The 
stop.bashrc terminates inotifywait and log file monitoring. 

The remaining tools used are in loading order from startup.bashrc: 

functions.bashrc contains definitions for the terminal such as colour codes – 
this script is only for visual effects and it is loaded multiple times. 

scan_files_into_db.bashrc does what its name suggests. It scans the 
supplied directory path and its subdirectories for files of correct mime type. When a 
file is found a hash is calculated and a new row is inserted into the database: content 
of the file, hash data, version, current timestamp of the file and file id. 

inotifywait. This program is from the inotify-tools. A set of arguments are 
passed to it such as location and name of the log file, time format to use for the 
timestamp and directory to monitor. 

mon_inoty_log.bashrc runs in the background and continuously scans the log 
file supplied previously to inotifywait for new data. When new data is written to the 
log file it sends a copy to the syslog and starts external_prog.bashrc. 

external_prog.bashrc is the script that reacts when the kernel (via 
inotifywait) reports that an action on a file (here called RF) has occurred. In this study 
it creates a hash of RF, compares it to stored hash data in the database and if they 
differ a new row is inserted into the database with new RF data, the structure of the 
data is the same as scan_file_into_db.bashrc records. It also checks the 
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directory “./plugins” for two files: “RF” and “RF.bashrc”, if they exist they 
are called for execution in named order. 

5.1.5 File monitoring process 
Basic variables such as runtime constants such as path to the application, terminal 
information are created together with the database. This is performed only at the first 
start. 

Initialization of database with table structure and saving runtime constants due to the 
nature of the scripts, once they are terminated they lose all variables they had at start. 
Hence the database also serves as a storage of variables. The event that inotify triggers 
on is hard coded in the script. 

The SQLite[20] database is generated once if it does not exist. The database name is 
fixed. The file structure is scanned only at this time when the database is populated. 

inotifywait is run in background, see Figure 1 - File monitoring process and it is 
stopped/terminated by the stop.bashrc script. This is an independent program, 
only to be started when monitoring is initiated. 

startup

errors?

INIT &
start file monitor in 

background

exit with messageyes

no

 
Figure 1 - File monitoring process 
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5.1.6 Log file monitoring 
Since inotifywait was not intended for our purpose, we must have a separate process 
that monitors the log file for any incoming messages. Any data that is logged by 
inotifywait to its log file is copied to syslog and sent as parameter to 
external_prog.bashrc. This script is the glue between inotifywait and the 
external_prog.bashrc, without it inotifywait could not call external applications. 

This script runs in the background in a continuous loop, see Figure 2 - Log file 
monitoring, it is stopped/terminated by the stop.bashrc script. This is an 
independent program, it is started by the file monitoring process visualised in Figure 1 
- File monitoring process. 

 

log to syslog

call external prog

wait for line in 
logfile

repeat

 
Figure 2 - Log file monitoring 
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5.1.7 Executing external program(s) 
Here we update the DB with the new content of the file, metadata, date and version 
number are also saved. Lastly a check is performed if a file with exact name as the file 
that triggered the event exists in the plugin subdirectory, if so it is executed, see Figure 
3 - Executing external program. 

The script checks for a file named exactly as the configuration file – if it exists in the 
plugin subdirectory it is executed if it is runable. It also checks for a file named 
exactly as the configuration file with the extension of .bashrc – this file is executed 
if it is runable. Here is the correct place to put user defined functions. 

This program is not run in background per see nor is it started by the system 
administrator – it is called by the log file monitor, see Figure 2 - Log file monitoring. 
This is an independent program. There is no need to stop it since it is not run in 
background. 

Is file?

File is in DB?

Create meta data.
Update DB with 

meta and file data.
Log to syslog

Yes

Plugin 
”filename”

exists?
Execute plugin 

”filename”Yes

Plugin 
”filename.bash

rc”
exists?

No

Execute plugin 
”filename.bashrc”Yes

Yes

This case is not 
handled.No

 
Figure 3 - Executing external program 
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5.2 Daemon – not daemon 
When monitoring a file, set of files or a directory it should be performed in the 
background thus the monitoring program should operate as a daemon, inotifywait has 
the option to work in background as a daemon. If all conditions of script 
startup.bashrc are OK then the database is initialized and inotifywait is started 
as a background task – see Figure 1 - File monitoring process, also the file log 
monitoring script (mon_inoty_log.bashrc) is run in background – see Figure 
2 - Log file monitoring. It (mon_inoty_log.bashrc) is also responsible for 
activating/executing the external program – see Figure 3 - Executing external 
program defined in startup.bashrc at line 82 (EXTERNAL_PROG).  
Whenever event (see startup.bashrc row 36, MON_EVENT) is triggered the 
inotifywait writes to its log file, since mon_inoty_log.bashrc monitors that log 
file it notices that a new line is added, it picks it up, logs it to syslog and calls the 
external program defined earlier, see Appendix A and Appendix B. 

The external program does several things, first it checks if it was a file or a directory 
that triggered the event. This is not done by any kernel, file or other Linux API calls, 
instead it checks the number of parameters passed to it: if it receives four parameters 
it is a directory and the script ignores it, five parameters indicates that it is a file. A 
check is performed of the files MD5 checksum against the stored checksum in the 
database, if they differ then we have a changed file – update the database with a new 
record. It then it looks in the plugins directory if there is a (executable) file named 
exactly as the file, a (executable) file named exactly as the file with added extension 
.bashrc – if either of those files exists they are executed. 

5.3 Evaluation 
This proof of concept takes no consideration to that it (the start up script) is started 
multiple times and the influences the database of a second (or any other copy) 
instance. 

Appendix A and Appendix B are from test runs on development computers discussed 
in chapter 3 Study setup. Appendix C and Appendix D shows test runs on a 64-bit 
CentOS version 6. 

Appendix A contains walkthrough of syslog entry’s generated by the log file monitor, 
see Figure 2 - Log file monitoring. This is off topic but noteworthy in the syslog; line 
10 – 23 and Appendix B; inotify.log line 2 – 12, the Linux journaling file system in 
action [23]. 

Appendix C shows screens of three terminal windows, starting the application, syslog 
and inotify.log. In startup.bashrc line 36 it is specified that only “modify” and 
“move” events are of interest and therefore nothing more is reacted on. Appendix D 
shows the log files after data is added to a file in monitored directory. 
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In the start-up script the syslog file could be used instead of a separate log file but that 
introduces another problem in the current design; resulting in a never-ending loop of 
log messages from the decision making script. 

Before the test could be conducted the administrator must know where the log files 
are located and their names. The location of the files to be modified and both the 
source and the target directory when moving files must also be known. See Appendix 
A. Excerpt of log file /var/log/messages and Appendix B. Excerpt of log file 
/var/log/inotify.log 

Performed test had to answer three questions; 1) does a notification/report happens 
when the event occurred, 2)does a log file entry that contains event data appear in the 
log file, 3) is an execution of predefined external program/application occur after the 
event is fired?  

inotifywait does react on requested file event(s) and it does write to requested log file 
with desired format. The Figure 2 - Log file monitoring is monitoring any changes 
that are preformed on the log file and thereafter executes the decision making 
program. 

The first problem is identified and solved, reacting on events that occur on a file of a 
specific top-level mime-type. Thanks to the system function inotify in the kernel, we 
get a notification to our application whenever an event (chapter 19.3 in The Linux 
Programming Interface [9] lists more than a dozen events) occurs. Our application 
can then select if it is reacting on that particular event and eventually react such as 
saving the file and afterwards executing a plugin. 

The second problem is dependent of the developer of the application for which the 
configuration file belongs. This study just presents the possibility to execute an 
external application whenever the configuration file is altered, such as syntax check. 

The other requirements such as full/partial rollback, undelete, plugin management etc. 
are mainly a part of the user interface. For example, selecting a file for undelete we 
need to present it to the user hence we need a user interface. The base of a framework 
for rollback, undelete etc. exists thanks to the inotify mechanism and this study. 

The user interface (textual and/or graphical) is not investigated/evaluated/created in 
this study since the two main problems are identified and solved. 

5.4 Contribution 
Sometimes some skilful person(s) creates a practical and useful function (or tool) but 
it takes time before a real world implementation arises. inotify has been around a 
while but except from some examples of how to implement inotify one or more 
applications that are beneficial to system administrators does not exist to the writers 
knowledge. 
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This is one example of how it is possible to implement inotify into real world 
situations. 

6 The result 
Due to the kernel function inotify, the first purpose of this study is fulfilled: "in what 
way a computer can accurately and automatically react on altered configuration file(s) 
with a minimum of resource utilization.". The kernel reacts only when a certain action 
is performed on certain file(s) rather than executing a polling algorithm on the file 
system on regular intervals, this is clearly a better resource utilization. The secondary 
purpose depends on the developer(s) that are responsible for the application that 
depends on the configuration file(s). 

7 Discussion and Conclusion 
This study shows that any Linux user (or system administrator) can benefit from this 
monitoring application in such a way that it covers today’s nonexistent functionality 
such as versioning, syntax check, grammar check, notifying the user/administrator in 
both GUI (Graphical User Interface) and TUI (Textual User Interface) amongst other 
things when the monitoring application is developed beyond this study. 

Activating the monitor application and manually reading the updated log files shows 
that they are updated, as they should. Activation of external application based on the 
altered file is also confirmed. In this study, their task was only to add their (plugin) 
name to syslog. 

The installed version of inotifywait lacks the abilities to call external (user defined) 
program(s), and write to a database. Those factors play a major role in why there is a 
separation of scripts as separate files (at least when using BASH). It also matters that 
it is preferable that the background program starts an application that does not loop 
through the start-up sequence – or jumps over it based on some condition, see Figure 
1 - File monitoring process and Figure 3 - Executing external program. 

7.1 Discussion 
There are a couple of implicit requirements that is worth mentioning that is very often 
overlooked – minimizing installed software, packages or applications from 
repositories or other media. inotify-tools is the only externally installed package – all 
other applications are located on the installation media of the operating system, here a 
minimal server was selected for installation. 

The other implicit r requirement is Internet connection – we do not require constant 
connection to the Internet. If it is not necessary to update (or keep the system up to 
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date) Internet access is not required. The only time Internet access could be of use is 
when inotify-tools are installed – if it is not on local media. 

There is no need to make one huge application that runs in background – that huge 
application eats memory and may contain program code that is never executed. The 
current default approach in such cases is to make one small application that runs 
unattended in the background i.e. daemon [24]. 

A comparison of the excerpts in Appendix A and Appendix B, starting with 
Appendix B line one and Appendix A line three gives that the timestamps are 
identical. The writer notices that this is an almost idle computer; a test when the 
computer is busy was not performed since this is only a proof of concept. To 
accurately measure performance of the application on a computer in production it 
should be written in C and not in BASH and with a busy server. Appendix C and 
Appendix D shows three different terminal windows of typical runs. 

Limitations in this proof of concepts are many, such as only one instance of the 
program and one directory (recursively) can be monitored (this is by design) with 
reliable result, file(s) created after monitor is started is not properly managed in 
monitored directory: see external_prog.bashrc line 72. 

Some may comment "Let us use a registry file in the same manner as Microsoft 
Windows does instead of text files as configurations.". There are a couple of reasons 
why not to use a registry file aka MS Windows, first is that not even MS Windows has 
completely dropped the text file format. Second, there are some shortcomings of the 
registry format according to Richard WM Jones - "Why the Windows Registry sucks... 
technically" [25], to mention only one source. Also worth mentioning is the 
GNU/Linux community's unspoken philosophy:  "If we are going to do one thing - 
we are going to do it well." and any community that receives a product that does not 
function properly will reject it. 

7.2 Conclusion 
“Why use this tool, or any other tool based on this study/idea?” There is not one 
system administrator that has never ended up in that situation where a configuration 
file is deleted by mistake and many miscellaneous words where said. Situations where 
keywords are misspelled do occur – misspelled text values are harder to track but they 
do exist and thereby using this tool could aid the system administrator. Versioning of 
configuration files may or may not be of use but it is included together with the 
undelete functionality. 

With plugins attached for each configuration file such as validation of syntax, 
grammar and options combinations this could be a powerful tool to any system 
administrator, instead of depending on external web sites for information, validation 
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etc. this tool could provide the administrator with direct offline support at a higher 
level. 

This might not be an exact answer to why to use the tool, but it makes one reflect if 
the offered solution is worthwhile. 

8 Open questions 
When development is to take place, some points are worth taking into consideration: 

One log file should suffice. Writing to syslog (with reduced set of data) is not the 
problem, the issue is to write the least data for the most information. 

set uid root. It is wise to not allow common users to have access to the 
application that monitors system configuration files. 

Add trusted user. What user should get information during their logged in session. 
This is (almost) an requirement since the user root normally is never logged in. 

User interface. The application should automatically switch between graphical and 
textual interface, this one is a bit harder since it could involve using different 
libraries. 

A graphical user interface. Visual information about last action in GUI – if the 
user is logged in, including settings for the main application. 

A text user interface. Visual information about last action in TUI – if the user is 
logged in, including settings for the main application. 

Monitoring: Ability to monitor more than one directory. This is per design (of the 
program code) and is fairly easy to implement. 

Ability to monitor single file, group of files or use of wildcard. This is per 
design (of the program code) and is fairly easy to implement. 

BASH is not to be used, C/C++ would serve much better. Depending on the 
posed requirements, the hardware of the targeted computer(s) one can debate 
of which method is the best/easiest. For a quick solution, Bash does work but 
for a more general solution, a precompiled version (such as C or C++) is 
recommended. The level of difficulty is almost the same. 

Database clean/purge. Ability to purge database entry(s) based on certain 
conditions such as but not limited to posted date, file date, file name. 

Mime type. Files with mime type of text is the only file type that is managed in 
this study, other file types such as binary files could be monitored but it then 
requires a (third party) interpreter which could be treated as a plugin. 
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9 Future work 
All open questions, see 8 Open questions, ought to be implemented prior any other 
work is performed. Some notable functions to implement and take into consideration 
is partial or full rollback of a file, since each change of monitored files stores the 
whole file in the database, undelete/restore of the complete file(s) is now possible. 

Creation of the plugin(s) ought to have two "run-modes" depending on the context, 
the first is in the background where it reports it's result via a log file, e-mail or other 
non-interactive way while the second could be in foreground taking precedence over 
other currently running applications. Depending on the users current session (text or 
graphical) different actions needs to be taken, for example the graphical session 
implies that the user has only one session active while a text based session does mean 
that the user could have more than one active session. 

Since the superuser (root) is rarely logged in and the application could be started by a 
regular user (not as a trusted user mentioned in 8 Open questions) the developer must 
choose if the program informs the user that only root is allowed to start the 
application or that the program is limited to the users home directory.  
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A. Excerpt of log file /var/log/messages 
A short excerpt from file /var/log for messages. 

Line 1 – 2: Startup of inotifywait 
Line 3: File /root/monitor/hosts is modified, log file monitor syslogs 
Line 4: External program manager called 
Line 5: External program manager: logging prior calling existing plugin: hosts 
Line 6 – 7: Plugin “hosts” executed 
Line 8: External program manager: logging prior calling existing plugin: hosts.bashrc 
Line 9: Plugin “hosts.bashrc” executed 
Line 10 – 23: Linux journal activity 
Line 25: stop.bashrc executed 

1. May 15 00:57:50 alfa inotifywait[14410]: Setting up watches.  Beware: since -r 

was given, this may take a while! 

2. May 15 00:57:50 alfa inotifywait[14410]: Watches established. 

3. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ hosts MODIFY 

4. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: EXTERNAL_PROG: file /root/monitor/hosts has changed: 

2015-05-15 00:58:00.365629298 +0200 

5. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: inotify_plugin: hosts 2015-05-15 00:58:00 

/root/monitor/ hosts MODIFY 

6. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: Plugin_file "hosts" called. 

7. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: Plugin "hosts" params: 2015-05-15 00:58:00 

/root/monitor/ hosts MODIFY 

8. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: inotify_plugin: hosts.bashrc 2015-05-15 00:58:00 

/root/monitor/ hosts MODIFY 

9. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: Plugin_file "hosts.bashrc" called. 

10. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

11. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

12. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

13. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

14. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 
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15. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

16. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

17. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

18. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

19. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

20. May 15 00:58:00 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

21. May 15 00:58:01 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite MODIFY 

22. May 15 00:58:01 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite MODIFY 

23. May 15 00:58:01 alfa root: INOTIFY_MONITOR: /root/monitor/external_prog.bashrc 

2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite MODIFY 

24. ... 

25. May 15 01:12:45 alfa root: MONITOR - inotify(wait) terminated. 
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B. Excerpt of log file /var/log/inotify.log 
 

A short excerpt for file /var/log/inotify.log produced by inotifywait 
1. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ hosts MODIFY 

2. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

3. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

4. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

5. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

6. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

7. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

8. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

9. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

10. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

11. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

12. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite-journal MODIFY 

13. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite MODIFY 

14. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite MODIFY 

15. 2015-05-15 00:58:00 /root/monitor/ monitored_files.sqlite MODIFY 
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C. Terminal screens of startup 
Screen dumps of three terminal windows, the first terminal is where the monitor is started, 
the second contains lines from syslog (/var/log/messages) and the third contains 
inotify.log (/var/log/inotify.log) 

 

 
Screen dump 1 - Startup with directory "/root/tmp" monitored 
 

 
Screen dump 2 - syslog (messages) content after startup 
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Screen dump 3 - Log file, inotify.log 
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D. Terminal screens of adding data to file 

 
Screen dump 4 - Adding data to a file 
 

 
Screen dump 5 - syslog (messages) after adding data to file 
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Screen dump 6 - Log file, inotify.log after adding data to file 
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